DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. s 20017

To :
MANUEL A. JANIBAS, EPSVR, El Salvador City Division
LINA C. BEJIGA Ph. D., Principal II, ESCCS
RAFFY B. BUSMAAT, SK, Sinaloc National High School
LEONORA M. JUARIO, Principal, Sinaloc Elementary School
MARILOU G. QUIRINO, ESCCS
EMELITO M. QUIRING, ESCCS
PAQUITO C. SAPLOT, ESCCS
EDGARDO B. TANEO, ESCCS
SALVADOR T. BENDexo, Sinaloc National High School
MARISTEL A. CALAPIZ, Sinaloc National High School
RHEA C. BATUTAY, Sinaloc Elementary School
MARISSA B. SAGUING, Sinaloc Elementary School

FROM :
ALLAN G. TARNAZO Ph. D., CESO IV
Regional Director, Concurrent SDS

SUBJECT : Preparation of El Salvador City Covered Court Stage for the 119th Anniversary of the Proclamation of Philippine Independence

Date : June 8, 2017

You are hereby directed to prepare the El Salvador City Covered Court Stage for the 119th Anniversary of the Proclamation of the Philippine Independence Activity on June 12, 2017. You are advised to report on June 11, 2017, Sunday for this purpose.

For compliance